Name:

Date:

ea words 8

The long (e) sound is often represented by the letters ea when it comes in the
middle of words, like in the words below.
Remember: Say the word aloud, then say each letter aloud as you write it e.g.
'leak, l ... e ... a ... k'

Water will leak out of a bucket that has a hole in it.

¶¯e]a[„

¶¯e]a[„

You use the lid of a jar to seal it.

Øe]a[l

Øe]a[l

Jeans are trousers made from denim.

¶Ñe]a[n¡

¶Ñe]a[n¡

A farmer will reap his plants when they are fully grown.

¶µÖ]a[ú

¶µÖ]a[ú

Cease is another word for stop.

ª¦e]aØe

ª¦e]aØe

If you defeat (de/feat) someone, you beat that person.

ª§e½e]a[t

ª§e½e]a[t

If something is feasible (fea/si/ble) that means that it can be done.

½e]aã[ib[¯e

½e]aã[ib[¯e

When you fry food, it has grease on it.

ªÌµÖ]aØe

ªÌµÖ]aØe

If something seems surreal (sur/real), it seems like it's not real.

¡[u[rµÖ]a[l

¡[u[rµÖ]a[l

Measles (mea/sles) is a disease that gives you spots.

¶°e]aã[¯e¡

¶°e]aã[¯e¡

Now test yourself without looking at the words and check for yourself if you got
them all right. Practice writing any words that you made mistakes on again.
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